### VCU Dept PM&R – Pain Fellowship Daily Assignment Schedule 2023-2024

#### Monday
- Trainer procedures all day
- Haywood procedures afternoon
- Bindal clinic morning, virtual clinic afternoon
- Lester clinic all day

#### Tuesday
- Drake procedures all day
- Tsukanov procedures all day
- Lester clinic morning, virtual clinic afternoon
- Trainer OR day if scheduled

#### Wednesday
- Lester procedures all day
- Trainer procedures morning, virtual clinic afternoon
- Bindal clinic morning, procedures afternoon
- Haywood virtual clinic afternoon

#### Thursday
- Bindal procedures all day
- Trainer procedures morning, clinic afternoon
- Lester procedures all day
- Haywood procedures morning
- Tsukanov clinic morning, procedures afternoon

#### Friday
- Trainer procedures morning, clinic afternoon
- Bindal procedures morning
- haywood procedures morning
- Tsukanov clinic morning, procedures afternoon

### Note:
- You will be assigned to one attending each month (except if you are assigned to the combined Bindal/Drake), and helping out with other attendings if your assigned attending is out.
- Lester back up is Trainer
- Bindal/Drake back up is Lester
- Trainer back up is Lester

#### Site Locations:
- **OR - Ambulatory Care Center (ACC) 417 N. 11th St., 7th Floor**
  - Short Pump Pavilion -11958 W. Broad St., third (Neurology) and fourth (Pain) floors.
- Gateway Building (GB) – 1200 E. Marshall St. – 5th Floor, Peri surgical unit
- Wells - Stony Point - 8730 Stony Point Pkwy #290, Richmond, VA 23235

---

**VCU**

- **1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th Mondays - **Procedures**
  - Chapman 7:30a – 5p – SHORT PUMP PAVILION 4th floor

  **Fellows may be excused for OR cases in ACC/ASC on the 1st and 5th Mondays w/ Lee/Maxymiv at PD discretion**

- **3rd Monday – OR Cases – Chapman 6:45a-5p – ACC/ASC**

---

---

---

---